GENIUS NO. 190  SET BY PUCK

Instructions
Fifteen clues contain a thematic word that must be replaced by a sixteenth common one of the same kind (as suggested by the unclued solutions for 12 and 27 across).

Deadline for entries is 23:59 BST on Saturday 4 May. You need to register once and then sign in to theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a £100 monthly prize.

CLUES

Across
1 Bishop quickly photographs church interior (7)
5 Time of year to start on elderberry wine (7)
10 Name of situation where solutions might be wrongly alcohol-free (6)
11 Catch fish after casting net (8)
12 (See special instructions)
13 Old cricketer caught in Alaskan hailstorm (6)
14 Ex-servicemen have to check before returning it? (8)
15 When conversing, Philip is a fine mixer (5)
16 Brother keeping quiet, reportedly drunk on vodka? (8)
19 Dutch porter, namely one tucking into hard cheese (8)
21 Drink setter’s Guinness, perhaps (5)
24 Drink ouzo, then heave (3,5)
26 For this puzzle, liberal 12 27 is needed (6)
27 (See special instructions)
28 Country with small port (8)
29 Fellow coming round with oddly dulled head (6)
30 Small fish added to prison dish (4–3)
31 Getting a double whisky ordered (7)

Down
2 Surprisingly can vote in foreign capital? It’s of little value (7)
3 Throw china around, missing a town in Cheshire (9)
4 Language Sherry used after short swim, when upset (6)
6 Notices clue brought up refuelling breaks (3,5)
7 Some target meal without starter (5)
8 Tell Stella about something hung vertically to catch fish (4,3)
9 Study really briefly in state capital (6)
17 Dinosaur upsetting Una in Dog & Duck (9)
18 Some imbibe arak nervously, as a novice (8)
19 Prolong second drink, when drinking where in Paris? (4,3)
20 Imposing an unheralded beer upsets small taverns initially (6)
22 When drunk, tearfully sentimental female left home (7)
23 Things to be done, if a lawyer has inhaled dope (6)
25 Fly high, having tackled fifth of puzzle from our setter (5)